INSTINCT,  INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
passes along a neurone is more like the slow explosion or
rapid burning which passes along a fuse Behind the burning
point the fuse is dead and incapable of further action And
so indeed is the neurone for a fraction of a second, but it
recuperates with extraordinary rapidity We can ascertain
how long the fatigue-period is by sending impulses along a
neurone one after the other quicker and quicker till it begins
to miss every other one out.
Reflex actions, then, are actions where a number of con-
nections between incoming nerves and outgoing nerves are
ready made by Nature. These connections are always there
They need no operator to make them And they are not
accompanied by any consciousness, or at any rate need not
be. Some are so unconscious that most people do not know
about them Such is the narrowing of the pupil of the eye
which takes place in a bnght light.
In a continuous series from the pure reflex actions come
the instinctive actions, such as staking back at a man who
strikes me, cheering and yelling at a successful feat of strength
or skill in which a fnend has overcome a stranger, or shutting
my eyes at a repulsive sight. Neurone connections exist in
us which make these things happen very easily, but not
with such certainty as the contraction of the pupil of the
eye. It is probable that these are relayed back to a higher
level before the return messages start off. They are accom-
panied, too, by consciousness in an increasing degree. We are
aware of them, we have inner feelings called anger, or en-
thusiasm, or disgust, we are aware of the effort to prevent
their expression on some occasions, an effort which frequently
succeeds, or succeeds in part.
Finally we come to actions where it is probable that the
incoming nerve messageer^&re relayed back right to the
cerebral hemispheres themselves, and where a very, very
large number of neurones is involved before the nerve
currents go out to command the muscles to act. Take the
case of a man walking from the station to the town hall in
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